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Disclaimer 

Legal Notice 

 
This website is operated by SFS intec OY Eesti Filiaal, Allika tee 2, EE-75312 Peetri alevik, Eesti. SFS intec OY Eesti Filiaal is legally represented by its 

Corporate management. 

Registrikood: 10640019 

KMKR nr (Eesti): EE100591422 

Contact: info@sfs.com 
 

Web-based calculation tools 

We offer a number of free web-based calculation tools for illustration purposes only. We provide no warranties that the results of your use of the 

web-based tools are accurate and it is your responsibility to ensure that any calculations and/or results are independently verified by a suitably 

qualified person. Any liability for damages, arising directly or indirectly in connection with the information provided in the web-based calculation 

tools or the results of your use of the same is excluded. 

 
Liability 

This website was compiled with the greatest care. However, no warranty is given that the information it contains is up-to-date, correct, accurate or 

complete. Any liability for damages, arising directly or indirectly in connection with the information on this website, is excluded. Furthermore, the 

SFS intec Group accepts no responsibility for the content of the internet sites of third parties to which this website links. 

 
Trademarks 

All trademarks such as marks, logos, emblems on this website are protected by trademark law through the companies of the SFS intec Group unless 
information to other effect is given. 

 
Licenses 

Intellectual property rights such as patents, marks and copyrights published on this website are similarly protected. 

 
Copyright 

Copyright SFS intec AG, CH-9435 Heerbrugg, Switzerland. All rights reserved. 

 
Text, illustrations, graphics, layouts, music, animations and videos on this website are subject to further intellectual property law. The content of this 

website may not be copied for commercial purposes, distributed, changed or made accessible to third parties. Furthermore, the images featured on 

this website may be subject to third-party copyright. 

Design 

SFS Group Fastening Technology Ltd 

153 Kirkstall Road 

Leeds 

LS4 2AT 

ukenquiries@sfs.com 

www.uk.sfs.com 

 

Technical implementation 

Sana Commerce EMEA B.V. 

Van Nelleweg 1 

3044 BC Rotterdam 

The Netherlands 

www.sana-commerce.com/contact 
www.sana-commerce.com 
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